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Abstract

Recent years have demonstrated the limited scalability of electronic switching to
realize transport networks. In response, all-optical switching has been identified as
a candidate solution to enable high-capacity networking in the future. One of the
fundamental challenges is to efficiently support a wide range of traffic patterns,
and thus emerges the need for equipment that is both practical and economical to
construct and deploy. We have previously proposed the use of multi-granular op-
tical cross-connects (MG-OXC), which support switching on both the wavelength
and sub-wavelength level. To this end, the MG-OXCs are equipped with cheap,
highly scalable slow switching fabrics, as well as a small number of expensive fast
switching ports. The goal of this work is two-fold: first to demonstrate that a small
number of fast switching ports suffice to support a wide range of traffic require-
ments, and second that multi-granular optical switching can offer cost-benefits on
a network-wide scale. The first objective is studied through simulation analysis of a
single switching node, and results indicate that a limited number of fast switching
ports can significantly improve burst blocking performance over slow only switches.
Furthermore, under certain circumstances, the MG-OXC can even approach the
performance of a fast only switch design. Secondly, we introduce an Integer Linear
Programming model for the total network installation cost, and our evaluation in-
dicates that multi-granular optical switching can be a cost-effective solution on the
network level, in comparison to slow only or fast only approaches. Furthermore, we
can achieve reduced costs of individual OXC nodes, which allows us to minimize
scalability problems corresponding to emerging fast switching fabrics.
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1 Introduction1

Optical networks have a proven track-record in long-haul, point-to-point net-2

working, where large amounts of data are transported in a cost-effective way.3

An enabling technology is Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), as it4

allows multiple signals (wavelengths) concurrent access to a single fiber. How-5

ever, interest is growing to use optical networks in edge and even access net-6

works (e.g. Fiber To The Home or FTTH), mostly because of the predictable7

performance of photonic technology (i.e. high bandwidth, low latency). A ma-8

jor issue is O/E/O (optical/electronic/optical) conversions in the network,9

because the speed of electronic processing can not match the bandwidths cur-10

rently offered in the form of wavelengths of 40 Gbps and higher. For this11

reason, most current research is focusing on all-optical networking solutions.12

As of today, it is possible to create all-optical networks through the use of13

circuit-switched paths, which essentially reserve one or more full wavelengths14

between end points. For instance, Lambda Grids are a general term to re-15

fer to Grid applications making use of wavelengths (i.e. lambdas) to connect16

high-performance computing sites over an optical network [1]. However, novel17

applications are appearing which demand a much more fine-grained access to18

bandwidth capacity, as is demonstrated for instance in consumer Grids [2].19

In such a scenario, data sizes become smaller, since aggregation of multiple20

data sources is much harder, and the bandwidth utilization would drop dra-21

matically if full wavelengths were used by these applications. Consequently,22

the network must support reservation and allocation of bandwidth on a sub-23

wavelength scale. In this paper, we propose a generic multi-granular optical24

switch architecture, which supports both circuits (wavelength level) and bursts25

(sub-wavelength level).26

As of today, it is possible to create all-optical networks through the use of27

circuit-switched paths, which essentially reserve one or more full wavelengths28

between end points. For instance, Lambda Grids are a general term to re-29

fer to Grid applications making use of wavelengths (i.e. lambdas) to connect30

high-performance computing sites over an optical network [1]. However, novel31

applications are appearing which demand a much more fine-grained access to32

bandwidth capacity, as is demonstrated for instance in consumer Grids [2].33
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This paper will investigate the specific details of realizing optical network-34

ing solutions that allow efficient transfer of both large (circuit) and small35

scale (burst or packet) data sizes. This is useful for future optical (possible36

Grid) deployments, which must support a new and emerging generation of dis-37

tributed network-based applications that combine scientific instruments, dis-38

tributed data archives, sensors, computing resources and many others. Each39

application has its own traffic profile, resource usage pattern and different40

requirements originating in the computing, storage and network domains [3].41

Dedicated networks do not offer sufficient flexibility to satisfy the requirements42

of each application type, nor are they economically acceptable. Hence it is vi-43

tal to understand and redefine the role of networking, to support applications44

with different requirements and also offer service providers a flexible, scalable45

and cost effective solution. A dynamic optical network infrastructure with the46

ability to provide bandwidth granularity at different levels is a potential can-47

didate. In this way, the network can adapt to application requirements and48

also support different levels of Quality of Service (QoS). However, care must49

be taken to devise a solution that remains scalable and cost effective.50

More specifically, we define a multi-granular optical switched network as a net-51

work that is able to support dynamic wavelength and sub-wavelength band-52

width granularities with different QoS levels. As such, the network will sup-53

port the three basic switching technologies in WDM networks; optical circuit54

switching (OCS), optical packet switching (OPS) and optical burst switch-55

ing (OBS). In order to support these switching approaches, optical switch-56

ing fabrics with speeds on the millisecond range down to nanosecond range57

must be considered. As we will demonstrate in the following section, OCS can58

utilize millisecond switching technologies efficiently, whereas this switching59

speed causes bandwidth inefficiency and unpredictability for the performance60

of OBS. This is mainly caused by the high overhead incurred by large offset61

times required to configure slow switches. Consequently, fast switching fabrics62

should be introduced in the network.63

The ideal solution would thus consist of deploying fast switches of large di-64

mension; however current technology can only realize fast fabrics of limited65

scalability at a very high cost (for more details, a review of existing switch-66

ing technologies is provided in [4,5]). Therefore, one possible solution is an67

optical cross-connect (OXC) which combines both slow and fast switching el-68

ements, with careful consideration of scalability and cost properties. Further-69

more, users and applications can decide on slow or fast network provisioning,70

and additionally the network service provider can optimize bandwidth utiliza-71

tion by allocating wavelengths or lightpaths according to the traffic’s switching72

needs.73

In summary, the multi-granular OXC (MG-OXC) has a number of distinct74

advantages over traditional single-fabric switches:75
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• Bandwidth provisioning and switching capability at fiber, wavelength and76

sub-wavelength granularities;77

• Agility and scalability of switching granularities providing a dynamic solu-78

tion;79

• Fast reconfigurability and flexibility on the electronic control of switching80

technologies;81

• Cost-performance efficiency by offering an optimal balance between slow82

and fast switch fabric technologies.83

A number of authors have previously investigated multi-granular optical net-84

works, although these generally focused on granularities higher than a sin-85

gle wavelength. For instance, multiple proposals have advocated the use of86

a multi-layer cross-connect to allow wavelength, waveband and even fiber87

switching [6,7]. In contrast, this work is the first to introduce multi-fabric88

cross-connects supporting wavelength and sub-wavelength switching in a sin-89

gle network layer. Furthermore, our solution contrasts with multi-layer ap-90

proaches, such as IP over WDM, where multiple layers of control are intro-91

duced to support the wide range of traffic parameters. A related subject is92

the design of the optical path layer in networks with cross-connects; this issue93

is usually denoted as the routing and wavelength assigment (RWA) prob-94

lem [8,9]. The complexity increases when considering multi-granular traffic,95

and two important subproblems can be identified: traffic grooming in optical96

networks [10,11], and the RWA-problem for multi-granular traffic (wavelength-97

scale and higher, i.e. waveband and fiber) [12]. Other research has focused on98

dimensioning individual nodes, such as [13]. In contrast, the algorithm pre-99

sented in Section 4 focuses on optimizing total network and individual node100

costs, by appropriate routing decisions in a multi-granular (wavelength-scale101

and below) optical network.102

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 further elab-103

orates on the need for multi-granular switching, along with an indication of104

the most important challenges associated with the concept. Simulations are105

then used to evaluate a generic MG-OXC design for various traffic and design106

parameters in Section 3. A dimensioning study for the optimal design of a107

multi-granular optical network is presented in Section 4, while the conclud-108

ing Section 5 summarizes our findings and discusses a number of remaining109

challenges.110

2 Problem Statement111

The basic function of an optical switch is straightforward: create a connection112

between an input and an output port for each incoming data packet. The de-113

cision which output port a data packet should be directed to is usually made114
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Fig. 1. Upper bound for utilization of an optical switch for different switch speeds
and bandwidths (data size is 10 MB)

in a control unit available at each optical switch. This unit receives control115

information from each data transfer, which can be a reservation packet long in116

advance in the case of circuit switching, or a header prepended to the actual117

data in the case of packet switching. In this work, we assume data is sent118

in bursts (OBS), and control information is sent ahead of the actual data on119

a seperate control plane (i.e. out-of-band signaling). The time between the120

control packet and the actual data transfer is denoted by Toffset, and is the121

time available to the switch to reconfigure its internal cross-connections. Each122

switching fabric (see [4,5] for current technologies) is limited by its switch-123

ing speed Tswitch, and thus a data burst can only be switched successfully if124

Tswitch < Toffset. Tdata represents the length of the actual data in time, and125

thus is the time the switch’s connection is in use. From this we can derive126

the switch utilization, i.e. the maximum fraction of time the switch is actually127

transferring data:128

Tdata
Tdata + Tswitch

.129

An illustration of this can be found in Figure 1, which shows the maximum130

utilization of an optical switch as a function of varying switching speeds. The131

data transferred has a size of 80 Mbit (10 MB), and the curves are shown132

for different link speeds. If we take, for instance, a switch speed of 10 ms133

(a representative value for micro-electro-mechanical systems or MEMS-based134

switches), we see that the switch utilization is 76% for a 2.5 Gbps link speed.135
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Fig. 2. Multi-granular optical switch supporting wavelength and sub-wavelength
switching

This value drops to below 20% for 40 Gbps link speeds, and the situation136

clearly becomes worse for even higher bandwidths. Obviously, the same ar-137

gument holds for a fixed bandwidth and decreasing data sizes. In contrast, a138

semiconductor optical amplifier or SOA-based switch can achieve nanosecond139

switching speeds, and is thus much better adapted to support the full range140

of data sizes and bandwidths required for OCS, OBS and OPS.141

The example shows that, to support very long data transfers (i.e. circuits),142

slow switching speeds are usually sufficient to obtain a high switch utilization,143

even for very high speed link rates. However, for smaller data transfers (burst144

or even packet sizes), high speed switching fabrics are required to achieve145

acceptable throughput in optical switching nodes. As current and emerging146

applications generate data according to very diverse distributions (both the147

data sizes and the instants of time at which the data is created), the idea148

emerged to integrate multiple types of switching fabric into a single optical149

switch. This concept is generally referred to as multi-granular optical switching,150

and becomes essential if a single, unified data plane needs to support a wide151

range of users and applications. This is especially true if complex grooming is152

to be avoided, which can be implemented in either a single-layer or multi-layer153

approach. The single-layer variant corresponds to the use of burst assembly154

algorithms, which have a negative effect on latency, while multi-layer grooming155

is less dynamic as multiple layers of control need to be activated before actual156

data transmission.157
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Global network optimization not only depends on efficiency and utilization,158

but also on the feasibility to offer this technology in a cost-effective and practi-159

cal way. Current optical switching technologies offer a broad range of switching160

speeds, but faster switching speeds generally have two distinct disadvantages:161

cost and scalability. For instance, MEMS switches have a typical switching162

time in the millisecond range, while it is technologically feasible to produce163

port counts of for instance 1000x1000. In contrast, SOA technology can only164

scale up to 32x32 port counts at very high cost, but at the same time can165

achieve switching speeds in the nanosecond range. Hence, cost-effectiveness is166

an important driver for hybrid optical switch designs requiring only a limited167

amount of expensive fast switching components. In response to this, Figure 2168

presents the generic design of a multi-granular optical cross-connect (MG-169

OXC). The switch is composed of two separate switching fabrics, in order to170

support various application and QoS requirements on a common transport171

network infrastructure. As our results show (see for instance Section 3), even172

a minimal amount of fast switching fabrics can achieve considerable improve-173

ments in network performance. Hence, we can support OBS/OCS for latency-174

critical traffic with a cost-effective switch architecture, eliminating the need175

for switch designs composed completely out of expensive fast switch ports.176

A final note is related to the practical realization of the MG-OXC, where177

several architectural choices remain an open research challenge. For instance,178

a sequential design (where the fast switching fabric is cascaded behind the179

slow fabric), allows reconfiguration of the fast wavelengths, at the expense180

of an increase in dimensionality of the slow switch. The design depicted in181

Figure 2 places the two switching fabrics in parallel, and results in a slightly182

smaller slow switching matrix, but loses the reconfigurability of the fast wave-183

lengths. In Section 4.3, we will demonstrate that allowing reconfigurability of184

fast wavelengths has a negligable influence on the total network cost. Refer185

to [14] for further details regarding the architecture and performance of the186

multi-granular OXC.187

In the following, we will show the potential improvements in blocking perfor-188

mance (Section 3), and that multi-granular switching also provides economic189

advantages on the network level (Section 4).190

3 Simulation Analysis191

In this section, simulation analysis is used to provide insight in the behaviour192

of the MG-OXC. The implementation allows us to evaluate an MG-OXC in a193

generic way, independent of architectural details. Note that for fixed F , W and194

Y values, the designs presented in the previous section are functionally equiv-195

alent. A comparison between MG-OXC and traditional, single-speed OXCs196
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(slow only, fast only) is presented, and results are given for varying traffic197

load, fractions of slow/fast traffic and number of slow/fast ports available.198

However, we start with introducing the different approaches to wavelength as-199

signment, which are necessary for mapping incoming data bursts to a suitable200

wavelength. For a general overview of the node simulations, and to observe201

the different steps in which traffic is processed, refer to Figure 3.202

3.1 Wavelength Assignment203

The introduction of an MG-OXC in a network effectively creates a wavelength204

partitioning, by grouping wavelengths that are switched on the same type of205

switching fabrics. As such, an algorithm is required to assign generated traffic206

to a suitable wavelength partition, and the available wavelengths within a207

partition. This algorithm will be executed at the network’s edge, thus before208

entering the all-optical data transport network (see Figure 3). In the following,209

the assumption was made that only two partitions (corresponding to slow and210

fast) are introduced.211

As shown in Figure 4, generated traffic is first classified in slow (arrival rate λs)212

and fast (λf ) traffic flows, by inspecting the offset time Toffset between the213
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Simple Slow-to-fast Fast-to-slow Greedy

λsf 0 λsPs 0 λsPs

λfs 0 0 λfPf λfPf
Table 1
Transfer rates (number of bursts per time unit) between slow and fast wavelength
assignment blocks

burst header and the actual data burst. Obviously, for slow traffic it holds214

that Toffset > Tslow (Tslow the switching speed of the slow switch), while215

Toffset < Tslow is true for fast traffic (Tfast the switching speed of the fast216

switch fabric). Based on this classification, a number of alternatives are now217

possible for assignment of traffic to the wavelength partitions.218

The approaches differ in the way traffic is transferred between the slow and219

fast wavelengths partitions. Simple wavelength assignment is the most basic220

approach, whereby slow bursts are assigned to the slow wavelength partition,221

and the burst is dropped in case no free wavelength is available. Fast bursts222

are considered for assignment to the fast wavelength partition in a similar way.223

The slow-to-fast approach differs from the simple algorithm by allowing slow224

bursts on the fast wavelengths, only in case these can not be accommodated on225

the slow wavelengths. The corresponding fast-to-slow wavelength assignment226

allows transfer of fast bursts onto slow wavelengths (again only in case the fast227

burst can not be assigned to a fast wavelength). We motivate the use of this228

algorithm as follows: although the slow switch can not be configured in time for229

a fast burst, it is possible that the preceding (slow) burst requests the same230

output, and thus reconfiguration of the switch is not required. Finally, the231

greedy approach allows transfer of traffic between both wavelength partitions,232

again only when no available capacity can be found for the original wavelength233

assignment.234

Let λsf be the transfer rate from the slow to the fast wavelength assignment235

block, and λfs from fast to slow. Then Table 1 shows the transfer rates for the236

different wavelength assignment approaches. Here, Ps and Pf represent the237

blocking probabilities of the slow and fast wavelength assignment blocks, and238

are given by:239

Ps = Erl

(
λs + λfs

B
,Ws

)
and Pf = Erl

(
λf + λsf

B
,Wf

)
240

Erl(ρ,W ) =
ρW

W !∑W
i=0

ρi

i!

(1)241

In these expressions, B represents the bandwidth of a wavelength, Ws and Wf242

are the number of slow and fast wavelengths in the slow and fast partitions243
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respectively, and Erl(.) is the Erlang-B function as defined in Equation 1.244

Note that in case of greedy wavelength assignment, Ps and Pf depend on each245

other, and thus an iterative substitution is required to obtain the respective246

blocking probabilities.247

To demonstrate the influence of these alternatives, Figure 5 shows the load248

remaining after wavelength assignment, the plot shows the total load at point249

b for varying generated loads at point a (Figure 3). This result was obtained250

by assuming Wf = 2 and β =
λf

λs+λf
= .2, which reflects the expected low251

number of (expensive) fast wavelengths. It also follows that β represents the252

fraction of generated fast traffic to the total generated (slow and fast) traffic.253

Even though the total load after wavelength assignment is similar for the254

various approaches, Figure 6 provides more insight into which type of traffic255

is favoured. The figure shows the fraction of fast traffic to the total traffic256
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after wavelength assignment, and this for a varying total generated load. In257

other words, we plot the fraction of fast traffic to the total traffic at point258

b in Figure 3, and do this for various load averages at point a. Clearly, the259

fast-to-slow approach allows more fast traffic than the greedy approach, since260

the latter also allows slow bursts to use valuable fast wavelengths. It should261

be noted however that, although not shown, the behaviour of fast-to-slow262

converges to greedy for increasing values of β. Both the simple and slow-263

to-fast algorithms preserve only small fractions of fast traffic, and are thus264

not well-adapted to support a multi-granular optical network scenario, as a265

non-negligable amount of fast traffic will be lost because of inappropriate266

wavelength scheduling. Since our main interest is the effect of fast traffic and267

fast wavelengths, the simulation results presented in Section 3.2 have been268

made using the fast-to-slow wavelength assignment algorithm.269

As mentioned before, another important decision is how bursts are assigned270

to individual wavelengths within a partition. Strategies such as first-fit or271

best-fit have previously been investigated in e.g. [15–17], however this subject272

falls outside the scope of this work. The simulation studies in the following273

Section 3.2 assume a first fit strategy.274

3.2 Single Node Simulations275

This section presents discrete event simulation results of several OXC alter-276

natives (slow only, fast only and MG-OXC). All designs support 2 input and277

2 output fibers, each fiber carrying 10 wavelengths. Neither wavelength con-278

version nor buffering capability is present in any of the switch designs. Each279

incoming data burst has a 50% probability of choosing the first output fiber.280

The bandwidth of each wavelength is 10 Gbps, and traffic is generated ac-281

cording to a Poisson process with an average inter-arrival time of 15 ms. Data282

sizes follow an exponential distribution, with a varying average to establish283

the generated load. Because of the limited scale of currently deployed OBS284

networks 3 , there is no conclusive data available on a number of relevant traf-285

fic parameters. Thus, to control and evaluate the influence of different traffic286

types, the offset times between control packet and data are modeled as a 2-287

phase hyper-exponential distribution. The probability density function (pdf)288

f is given by: f = α × fslow + β × ffast, with α + β = 1 and α and β repre-289

senting the fractions of generated slow and fast traffic 4 . The pdf of the slow290

3 OBS is still considered an immature technology, and as such OBS
testbeds/prototypes are composed of at most a few nodes.
4 Note that this arrival model does not generate these precise fractions of slow
and fast traffic. For bursts generated according to fslow, it is still possible that
Toffset < Tslow. Using the cumulative distribution function of an exponentially
distributed variable, this holds for the following fraction of traffic: P [Toffset ≤
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fslow (resp. fast ffast) traffic is an exponential distribution with average 100 ms291

(resp. 10 ns). The slow switching fabric has a switching speed of Tslow = 10 ms,292

while the fast switch has Tfast = 1 ns. These values are representative for a293

MEMS-based (resp. SOA-based) switch [4,5]. This leads to 1 − e−.1 = 9.5%294

of slow traffic that actually belongs to fast traffic, and an identical fraction of295

generated fast traffic will have Toffset < Tfast.296

In the following sections, we show the performance of the MG-OXC switch,297

and compare the results to designs composed of a single switch fabric (slow298

only, fast only). To allow fair comparison of the results, the wavelength as-299

signment algorithm is also applied in case single-fabric designs are used. This300

way, the offered traffic pattern at the switches’ input ports is identical in all301

cases. As such, wavelengths are also partitioned in these single-fabric scenar-302

ios, even though the switching speeds are identical for all wavelengths. The303

fast-to-slow wavelength assignment algorithm (Section 3.1) was implemented,304

together with a first-fit approach for mapping data bursts on a specific wave-305

length within a partition. The results shown focus on the total loss rate of the306

switch; bursts can be lost either due to contention or because the switching307

speed is insufficient for a given burst.308
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3.2.1 Varying fraction of fast traffic309

In the first experiment, 2 wavelengths are available in the fast partition, while310

the remaining 8 are allocated for the slow partition. Simulations were per-311

formed to evaluate the influence of the fraction of fast traffic for the three312

switch designs. The resulting Figure 7 shows the total loss rate (i.e. ratio of313

dropped traffic to the offered load) for a varying offered load. First observe314

that for low loads, the relatively high loss rates can be attributed to the frac-315

tion of fast traffic which has an offset time lower than the fast switching speed.316

However, some of these bursts can still be switched correctly as consecutive317

bursts taking the same output port does not require reconfiguration of the318

switch fabric (this explains the loss rate close to 6.5% of the fast only design319

in comparison to the predicted 9.5%). Then, an increasing fraction β of fast320

traffic causes higher loss rates, since the number of fast switching ports re-321

mains fixed (0 for the slow only, 2 for the MG-OXC). This does not apply322

to the fast only design (only shown for β = .2), whose performance is very323

similar for all fractions of fast traffic. Also, it is readily apparent that the324

MG-OXC outperforms the slow only design for all values of β. Another ob-325

servation is that the MG-OXC offers loss rates similar to the fast only design,326

unless high fractions of fast traffic are generated (β = .5 and .8). This is not327

surprising considering the small number of fast switching ports available to328

the MG-OXC.329

3.2.2 Varying number of fast wavelengths330

In the following experiment, the generated traffic consisted of 80% fast traffic331

(β = .8). Now, simulations focus on varying the number of slow/fast wave-332

lengths in each partition, and hence also the exact number of slow/fast wave-333

lengths available to the MG-OXC. Figure 8 shows the total loss rate for a334

varying offered load, where one can immediately observe that an increased335

number of fast wavelengths results in a lower loss rate. That this result holds336

even for the slow only designs, is due to the simulation setup: the initial switch337

configuration connects the top input and output fibers (and likewise for the338

bottom fibers), and traffic is generated with a 50% probability of choosing339

either output fiber. Consequently, more or less half of the traffic on the Wf340

wavelengths can be switched correctly, and this explains why increasing val-341

ues of Wf reduce the total loss rate. As before, the MG-OXC can provide an342

overall improved loss performance compared to the slow only design (behav-343

ior of slow only and MG-OXC are similar only for high loads and a severely344

under-dimensioned fast switching block). For high numbers of fast wavelengths345

(Wf = 8), the loss rate of the MG-OXC approaches the performance of the346

fast only design. Note again that results of the fast only design are shown347

Tslow] = 1−e
−Tslow
Toffset . The same argument holds for fast traffic, where Toffset < Tfast.
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Fig. 8. Higher number of fast wavelengths decrease the total loss rate for a fixed
fraction of fast traffic (β = .8)

only for Wf = 8, as other values for Ws lead to very similar loss rates. A348

final observation is that, although not shown, the loss rate of the slow only349

design is slightly higher in case greedy wavelength assignment is used, due to350

a assignment of fast bursts to slow wavelengths.351

In conclusion, this section clearly demonstrated that an MG-OXC, equipped352

with only a limited amount of fast ports, can offer significant improvements in353

loss rates when compared to a slow only design. Furthermore, as long as the354

mismatch between fast traffic and fast wavelengths remains within acceptable355

bounds, the MG-OXC can approach the performance levels offered by a fast356

only design.357

4 Network Dimensioning358

In Section 2, we have motivated that multi-granular switching supports var-359

ious application and QoS requirements on a common transport network in-360

frastructure. We demonstrated that an MG-OXC can offer improved blocking361

performance for even a small number of fast ports, by using online simulation362

analysis. In the following, we will show that multi-granular switching also pro-363

vides economic advantages on the network level. For this, an offline cost model364

for dimensioning a multi-granular optical network will be proposed, and re-365
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sults are obtained that illustrate the possible reductions in total network cost366

and improvements with regard to node scalability.367

4.1 Problem Statement368

Assume the network is composed of OXCs, capable of switching circuits or slow369

bursts on millisecond scale (slow MEMS switch), and fast bursts or packets on370

a nanosecond scale (fast SOA switch). Likewise, traffic is generated by clients371

requiring both fast and slow switching. The question arises how to dimension372

the network, given a static traffic demand with a given fraction of fast and373

slow traffic. The main objective is to minimize the network’s cost, given a374

price ratio of slow over fast port costs. Another objective is to reduce the cost375

of the cross-connect with the highest cost, and as such obtain reduced node376

complexity.377

The problem can be simplified by observing the very high cost and difficult378

scalability of fast switching fabrics [4,5]. To minimize the use of fast ports,379

slow traffic will be switched exclusively by slow switches, and thus this min-380

imum cost network flow problem can be solved independently with known381

algorithms [18]. We do not consider this problem, and as such only need to382

plan the network for the remaining fast traffic. This fast traffic can be switched383

in one of the following ways: either on a fast switch, which can be shared be-384

tween different demands 5 , or on a slow switch that is then exclusively reserved385

for that particular demand.386

Note that the proposed Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model [19] does387

not incorporate wavelength assignment, mainly because of complexity issues.388

Thus, in principle this model assumes full wavelength conversion is available389

in each OXC, which has consequences for the economics of the obtained so-390

lutions [20]. Otherwise, an additional wavelength assignment step is required;391

an overview of optimal and heuristic approaches to this problem can be found392

in [15,16,21]. We now proceed to the actual model, which has been formulated393

as a Linear Integer Programming model. The appeal of a linear model is that394

it allows the use of general purpose techniques (simplex and interior-point395

methods) to find optimal solutions.396

5 Sharing bandwidth among different demands is usually denoted as grooming.
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wavelengths on link l, and are given by:410

411

∀(s, d), p : xsdp ≥ Λsdδsdp (2)

∀l : xl =
∑
sd

∑
p

πsdpl x
sd
p (3)

∀l : yl ≥
∑
sd

∑
p

πsdpl Λ
sdεsdp (4)

The auxiliary variables xsdp (integer-valued) represent the number of wave-412

lengths required to carry the demand Λsd. Clearly, slow switching corresponds413

to reserving end-to-end circuits that are exclusively accessed by the source414

and destination, while fast switching allows grooming of traffic on a link-by-415

link basis. The following contraints enforce two requirements: (i) each demand416

can only use a single path, thereby excluding solutions based on multi-path417

routing, and (ii) a demand is either switched slow or fast, but not both.418

∀(s, d) :
∑
p

(δsdp + εsdp ) = 1. (5)419

The final step to obtain total network cost is to transform the variables for the420

wavelength count on each link l = (u, v) (u and v represent nodes), into ports421

counts for each node n. For the parallel architectures (refer to Section 4.2.1422

for the sequential designs), the slow and fast port counts are given by:423

∀n : xn =
∑
m

(x(m,n) + x(n,m)) (6)

∀n : yn =
∑
m

(y(m,n) + y(n,m)) (7)

The first objective we propose is to minimize the total installation cost of424

the network, which in large part depends on the total number of installed425

switching ports:426

min
∑
n

(xn + Cyn). (8)427

A related objective function is to minimize the cost of the most expensive428

cross-connect. This objective is motivated by the limited scalability of OXC429

designs, especially when based on fast switching fabrics. This objective can be430

stated more formally as:431

min z where ∀n : z ≥ xn + Cyn. (9)432
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Design Variables Constraints

Slow only 2 ·D · P + L+N D · (1 + P ) + L+N

Multi-granular 3 ·D · P + 2 · L+ 2 ·N D · (1 · P ) + 2 · L+ 2 ·N

Fast only D · P + L+N D + L+N

Table 2
Complexity of ILP model for different OXC designs

4.2.1 OXC Architectures433

In this section, we demonstrate how the proposed model can be adapted to434

support the different OXC architectures that were presented in [14]. More435

precisely, we show how slow only, fast only and the MG-OXC alternatives436

(parallel vs. sequential) can be incorporated in the model.437

First of all, note that the model captures two related ILP problems, corre-438

sponding to scenarios in which either only slow or only fast switching is used.439

Indeed, in case ∀(s, d), p : εsdp = 0, all demands will be served by a slow only440

connection (i.e. yl = 0). Likewise, in case ∀(s, d), p : δsdp = 0, only fast ports441

will be used (xl = 0).442

Furthermore, observe that in case slow only switching is used, the objective443

function (8) can be simplified to:444

∑
n

(xn + Cyn) =
∑
n

xn =
∑
n

∑
m

∑
sd

∑
p

dΛsde(πsdp(n,m) + πsdp(m,n))445

which corresponds to the use of shortest path routing for all demands. This is446

however not the case when objective function (9) is used.447

To differentiate between the parallel and sequential MG-OXC approaches, the448

number of slow ports in the latter case is given by:449

∀n : x∗n = xn + 2
∑
m

y(m,n). (10)450

This corresponds to the allocation of additional slow ports for each incoming451

fast wavelength that is introduced in a cross-connect. In the following section,452

we will demonstrate that network cost is only slightly increased, as a limited453

number of additional slow ports suffice to allow the configurability offered by454

the sequential switch designs (see [14] for more details).455
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Fig. 10. Minimized total network cost

4.2.2 Complexity456

Table 2 summarizes the complexity of the different ILP models. Here, N rep-457

resents the number of OXC nodes, L the number of network links, D the458

number of demands, and P the number of paths that are considered for each459

demand (assumed identical for all demands). Observe that MG parallel and460

MG sequential have an identical complexity. The table lists the complexity461

when objective function (8) is used. When minimizing the highest node cost,462

the number of variables is increased by 1, and an additional N constraints are463

introduced.464
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Fig. 11. Total network cost for minimized largest node cost
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Fig. 12. Largest node cost for minimized total network cost

4.3 Evaluation465

The ILP-formulated problems were implemented and solved through the use of466

the ILOG CPLEX library. All OXC design approaches are evaluated, including467
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slow only, fast only, and both multi-granular (parallel and sequential) architec-468

tures. Results are obtained for a specific scenario, defined by the Phosphorus469

topology depicted in Figure 9. The traffic demand matrix is fixed, and consists470

of uniformly generated traffic between all source-destination pairs with aver-471

age Λ = .05. These low traffic demands were established in order to maximize472

the possibility of traffic grooming; observe that when shortest path routing is473

used for the given topology, the maximum number of demands making use of474

the same link is 15. To reduce computational complexity, we only considered475

the 5 shortest paths for each demand; this suffices for the topology considered,476

as the maximum distance between any node pair is 4 hops. Results show the477

total network cost and highest node cost, for both objective functions (8) and478

(9).479

Comparing the total network cost when minimizing either total network cost480

(Figure 10) or highest node cost (Figure 11), a number of interesting observa-481

tions can be made. First, note that slow only returns constant network costs,482

due to its independence of cost ratio C. As expected, minimizing the highest483

node cost slightly increases total network cost when compared to objective484

(8) (note the different Y-axis scale in Figures 10 and 11). Furthermore, MG485

sequential produces total network costs at least as large as MG parallel when486

minimizing network cost, although this is not the case when minimizing the487

highest node cost. Finally, for high values of C, the multi-granular approaches488

return identical results as the slow only design when using objective (8). In489

summary, significant cost savings are possible when using multi-granular op-490
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tical switching, in comparison to slow only or fast only switching. Also, intro-491

ducing reconfigurable fast wavelengths through the MG sequential design will492

only slightly increase total network cost.493

We now consider the highest node cost when minimizing total network cost494

(Figure 12) or highest node cost (Figure 13). Again slow only produces con-495

stant results, but lower values are achieved by optimizing for objective (9). Ob-496

serve that MG sequential returns highest node costs lower than MG parallel,497

only when minimizing the highest node cost. Multi-granular optical switching498

can thus clearly reduce the highest node cost, and consequently improve node499

complexity which is critical for scalability issues (see [14]).500

5 Conclusions501

In this paper, we described the trend towards all-optical switching where data502

remains in the optical domain from source to destination. We indicated a num-503

ber of problems related to supporting a wide range of applications and ser-504

vices on a single, unified optical transport plane. A possible solution has been505

identified in the concept of multi-granular optical switching, where OXCs in-506

tegrate different switching fabrics to support switching at different bandwidth507

granularities. An important driver of this technology is Grid computing, as a508

wide range of user requirements (going from consumer-oriented towards high-509

performance eScience applications) can be supported.510

Simulation analysis of a single node compared the performance of a generic511

multi-granular node with OXCs composed of a single switching fabric. Analysis512

clearly demonstrated that even a minimal number of expensive fast switching513

ports can achieve significant performance improvements.514

Finally, an ILP-based network dimensioning algorithm was introduced, and515

results indicated that significant cost savings can be obtained when imple-516

menting multi-granular optical switching. Furthermore, reduced node costs517

can be achieved as well, in order to minimize scalability problems correspond-518

ing to emerging fast switching fabrics.519

In conclusion, this paper demonstrated the need for multi-granular optical520

switching, and the concept was validated through a simulation-based perfor-521

mance analysis. Further motivation was given by proving the possible advan-522

tages for total network cost and node complexity.523

A number of research challenges remain before multi-granular switching can524

become a practical technology for deployment in the field. An obvious re-525

search challenge to pursue is a protocol for wavelength assignment and re-526
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configuration on the network level. Relevant objectives could be to minimize527

the number of expensive, fast wavelengths, to improve bandwidth utilization,528

or to reduce the influence of wavelength reconfigurations on existing traffic.529

Furtermore, bandwidth efficiency could be improved even further by combin-530

ing (sub-)wavelength switching with waveband or even fiber-based switching.531

Another point of interest is an extensive dimensioning study on MG-OXCs,532

investigating issues such as traffic variability, multiple (> 2) switch fabrics,533

physical layer constraints (e.g. signal loss, BER), etc. Finally, the presented534

network dimensioning algorithms are based on ILP which does not scale prop-535

erly for larger networks. Heuristic techniques are thus required in order to plan536

and dimension either new or existing, large-scale optical networks.537
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